Exordium of the Annales Cambriae'. And now Mr. Anscombe answers my Zeitschrift article. Were I to deal with all those 94 pages in detail, I should produce an amount of matter which the editor, I am sure, could not print, or the reader wade through. As Mr. Anscombe has in his avowed reply to me referred freely to his other papers, I shall consequently refer to them only so far as he does. And, to save time and space, I shall leave to the reader much mere reflexion on my judgement. But every charge of inaccuracy or error I shall meet in full.
First, are the 'Annales Cambriae' what I said above? Mr. Anscombe says that is impossible because they want order and consistency and are 'a conglomeration of little chronicles', 'the incorporation of which into one body shews distinct traces of computation from different epochs or era-years'. Well, the reader shall see by and by an instance which Mr. Anscombe produces in his reply to me -and what happens to that instance.
The 'Annales Cambriae' do not call themselves annals, and quote no era, but run straight from 1 to 533 (532 being the number of a paschal cycle), while every 10th year is numbered. They begin thus: -an', without any event against it; then 7 other blank an's· then an\ with a note of a change made in the celebration of Easter; then an', χ with a note of the birth of Brigid. In the first 72 years there are no other notes whatever except of the deaths of Patrick, Benignus, and Ebur. And in their oldest MS. they end thus: -an'. $xxx. followed by 3 blank years, and preceded by 19 blank years. Even 'little chronicles' are not written in this way.
In their oldest MS. they are preceded by what Mr. Anscombe calls an 'Exordium', but which does not call itself anything. It is the obvious preface to a copy of the 532 years paschal cycle of Victorius of Aquitaine. It does not say anything about Victorius or a cycle, but it consists of calculations of date, of which the first goes to the year in which he composed his cycle, and the second to the year with which he commenced it. And any impartial person familiar with paschal cycles, tables, and their surroundings in MSS., who looks at the so-called Exordium and the so-called Annales together, can have no reasonable doubt that the former accompanied a cycle of Victorius and that the latter are a transcript from notes on the margin of that very cycle.
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As the Victorian cycle was never used in Wales, I suggested that a copy was brought over from Brittany to Old Meneu or one of the Llanbadarns, and thence came to the younger Meneu (St. David's). Afterwards I thought it might have been brought from Winchester by Asser between about 887, when he began to instruct king 2Elfred, and about 893, by which latter date he had had the parochia of .Exeter bestowed on him and doubtless left St. David's. That was the period of the compilation of the Anglo-Saxon chronicles; the draft of the local variants which have descended to us must have been prepared at Winchester, a number of annotated paschal cycles and the like may have been brought together for its preparation, and Asser might very well bring back to St. David's a specimen of these, either original or copied: in the case of the Victorian cycle, its list of consuls would be a special temptation. But in the course of the following observations, which (hasty and fugitive though they are) contain some new things and may help the future editor of the text, I have found cause to revert to my earlier idea and to suggest 620-30 as a likely period for the arrival of the cycle at St. David's.
1. The name of Meneu 1 ) (St. David's) shows that it was a Menapian settlement^ and that consequently its vernacular was not Welsh but a dialect of Goidelic ('Manx', in fact). Among the missionary bishops of St. Patrick were two (unless they are a doublet) whose names proclaim them Menapians, though whether they came from any of the Menapian settlements in Wales cannot be proved. One was the bishop 'Menathus' (Tripartite life, II, 304), with tJi for intervocalic jp.
2 ) The other 3 ) (ib. 305) was 'Inaepius', = tnaepius, a scribal corruption of mea^us, 'Menapius'.
In the traditional list of Menevian bishops many names may have been effectively kymricized, but 'Masgoed', that of the 17th, who may be put in the late 8th or early 9th cent., is altered from a Goidelic Mascet = Maxentius.») Nay, Asser's own name (though not peculiar to Meneu) is a Goidelic derivative of Asterius: Welsh would have kept the st.
2. The Welsh entries go back to the name 'Arthur* (B reads 'Arturus') in the 72nd year, and a mixed Welsh and Latin note, in the 93rd year, of the battle in which he met his death. Here 'Arthur' is a later form of Artur, and the gu-in 'Gueith' is apparently not earlier s than the 8th cent., if so early. Of course the Welsh may have been modernized, but I see none which looks earlier than Asser. One entry, 'Cat brin onnen', must be mentioned in connexion with his book. It means 'Battle of [the] hill of [the] ashtree', i. e. of Ashdown. Now Asser himself has said that ^Escesdun 'Latine "mons fraxini" interpretatur' (37), and this (Stevenson has pointed out) is a mistake: had it been named after an ash, it would have been ^Escdun, and Escesdun must mean '^Esc's down'. Still the coincidence in error does not prove that Asser wrote this entry: it is more likely to be merely based on his statement.
3. Most of the entries may have been made from books long after the events they chronicle: this is obviously so with the births of St. Brigid and St. Columcille. But at least as early as the 186th year (Mr. Phillimor-e's 630) there seem traces of some local record; for then we are told 'Guidgar 2 ) comes and does not return*. He may have been from the diocese of Llandaf£ ? where there was a 'Guoidgar' (another form of the same name) at a still earlier date (Book of Llan Dav, 150 Nevertheless the form of the name (Gu-for V-) is almost certainly not original.
3 ) The following dates are merely Mr. Phillimore's bracketed ones: I prefer not to distract readers by going into slight differences of dating. (ib.\ uortemir ( § 43) , make it pretty clear that the change had not taken place when that book was first written.
And now for Mr. Anscombe's impeachments. I said that, if a Paschal table had been brought over by Germanus, 4t could only have been the extension of an 84-year cycle, the 532-year cycle not having then been invented'. Mr. Anscombe says 'the idea ... was not first applied by Victorius ... but by Anianus, an Egyptian monk, in A. D. 400, or thereabouts'. The Dictionary of Christian Antiquities did not tell me that An(n)ianus actually constructed such a cycle. I now find that he did, and that it was still extant in the time of Georgius Syncellus: but it is lost, the Alexandrians of its author's day did not adopt it, and in the West the first of such cycles used was that of Victorius. My argument is absolutely unaffected.
. In speaking of the Original' entry of St. David's death in the Annales I did not suggest that it was contemporary, nor does my ( hypothesis postulate it'. And, when Mr. Anscombe asks why the Menevian monks. of the latter part of the 8th cent should have thumbed the edges of this cycle, and says * There is but one reply, which is that Mr. Nicholson's ingenuity has misled him', he is simply throwing dust in his own eyes. If it had been customary to use the margins of this cycle for annalistic purposes, that was reason enough for their thumbing it, but, whether a particular page is or is not consulted, it gets thumbed all the same in the mere act of turning it over, and I showed that the entry relating to Augustine and Mellitus had been so thumbed.
As to Mr. Wade-Evans's 'era of Stilicho', there was about as much an era of Stilicho as there is an era of the last Lord Mayor of London Mr. Anscombe's next point is that David did not die in 544, because the Tuesday on which he died was not Mar. 1 but the *) .There is just this difference. It was customary to date letters with the names of the consuls of the current year, and occasionally (after 336) with the names of those of the last year -probably because, as one consul was nominated in the other half of the empire, there was sometimes delay in the announcement or official recognition of a new name. Consequently in 401 the dating 'post consulaturn Stilichonis et Aureliani' is found, but not after that year. In 401· the Eastern Consul's name was not published at Rome till March. ) when the third day of the week came, at cock-crow the city was filled with angelic choirs, and at the matin hour, the clergy rendering the hymns of psalms, and canticles, Jesus appeared to David, and he died. Now in ordinary practice cock-crow was the 3rd watch of the night, and the matin hour was the 4th: presumably the former was from midnight to 3 a. m., and the latter from then till 6 a. m. David plainly died about dawn, the day was the kalends of March, and it was also the third day of the week. The ecclesiastical days would run thus, 1. From Saturday at Vespers to just before Vespers on Sunday, 2. From Sunday at Vespers to just before Vespers on Monday, 3. From Vespers on Monday to just before Vespers on Tuesday: if David died about dawn on the third day of the week and it was Mar. 1, how could that be anything but the early morning of the civil day, Tuesday, Mar. 1 ? Nay, according to Mr. Anscombe's own anonymous Welsh life the day cannot have been Tuesday, Feb. 28 or 29, because it says that the angel's prophecy, a week before, was given 'on the last Tuesday in February' ('duw mawrth diwethaf 2 ) Chwefrawr'). It is clear that y dyd kyntaf ο = not 'the first day from 1 but 'the first day of\ and is simply a gloss on colon which has got into the text. Indeed in this same Welsh life the !) ' Tertia itaque veniente feria, ad pullorum cantus ... Matutina vcro hora, clero psalmorum ymnos et cantica reddente'. On 'cantus pullorum' and 'matutinalis hora' see H. Grotefend, Zeitrechnung, 1, pp. 71, 120. 2 ) MS. Jesus Coll. 119 inserts ovis before chvefravr.
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angel prophesies that David will die 'y dyd kyntaf o Vawrth' -obviously the first day of March, not the first day from March. And this explains the gloss: over calan was written the angel's actual phrase ( y dyd kyntaf o', and a copyist mistook it for an intended insertion and altered the c of calan to g to suit the preceding o.
Mr. Anscombe goes on to construct a new explanation, to supersede mine, of the way in which David's death came where it is in the 'Annales', and his entire treatment of the date of death is so typical that I will here lay it bare for Keltic students to judge what is the true value of those articles of his which are meant to revolutionize early British chronology.
1. He finds in an anonymous 14th cent. Welsh life of David that David died on Tuesday 'the first day' 'from' (or Of 1 ) the kalends of March, and says this means the day before those kalends. He ought at once to have guessed that a supralinear gloss had got down into the text, because I. the kalends are themselves 'the first day of March, II. 'the first day from' is not natural Welsh for 'the day before', for which one would have expected 'y dydd cyn'.
2. He does not mention that this very same life makes the angel prophesy that David was to die 'the first day of March, not the day before.
3. Nor that it flatly contradicts his dating by saying that David was warned On the last Tuesday' of February, and did not leave the church till the 8th day to preach and pray.
4. Having thus extracted from it a date (Tuesday, Feb. 28 or 29) for David's death which cannot conceivably have been in its original text, he erroneously states that the date given in the llth cent, life (March 1, 3rd day of the week, about dawn) is not inconsistent. (546): but no, for reasons which he does not state, he takes 517, which was year ccccxc in Victorius's Passion-era. THE 'ANNADES CAMBRIAE* AND THEIR SO-CALLED 'EXORDIUM'. 13i 6. He then says that 'An annalist who preceded the Xth century compiler' mistook this A. P. ccccxc for a year in the era of the Passion computed secundum Veritatem Evangelii, and turned it into an A. D. date by adding 11, which gave 501. "Well, Mr. Anscombe has not produced a rag of proof that the secundum Veritatem JSvangelii dating existed before the llth cent, when Marianus Scotus invented it: and Marianus reckoned not from the year of the Passion but from that of the Incarnation.
7. A date 501 having been tortured out by this hypothetical blunder, the blunderer is supposed to have written it 4 DC. I' -not as a further blunder, but as a recognised mode of dating! 8. 'The compiler of the Annales misread DC. I as DCI,
This is the chronologist for whom we are to abandon Bede -who is to be bid hide his diminished head for using a Gospel Verity date without knowing what it was.
And now we will settle 'DC. dating' and Gospel Verity dating.
For DC. dating we are referred to Eriu ΙΠ, 124, note, and this Zeitschrift VI, 393 nro. xliiii -which are in other articles of Mr. Anscombe's. The .last is the instance which he would probably select as his battlehorse; for he thinks it strong enough to carry DC. dating and Gospel Verity dating -each with a copyist's misunderstanding clinging on behind.
It is an entry in the 'Annales', 'Primum pafca apted iaxonef celebratw', i. e. 'For the first time (or The first) Easter is celebrated among the Saxons', and it is put against the year which Mr. Anscombe equates with 665 -'which is absurd', Mr. Anscombe says. The right year, he tells us, is 598, the year after Ethelbert's conversion by Augustine.
2 ) This was written as year 587 in Gospel Verity dating by the Passion, J ) Mr. Anscombe adds ' and got his interval clvii by deducting Anuus I (= A. D. 445) therefrom'. As 601-445 does not = 157, I can only suppose that for some unknown reason Mr. Anscombe is subtracting from the number of the next year 602. But the * Annales' say nothing about an 'interval': they merely date the death in the 157th year, which is 601 if 445 is the first.
2 ) The conversion of the English was in the 'Annales' already, and an additional entry as to their first celebration of Easter would have been to the last degree improbable. 9* and 587 was represented by D C .LXXXVII. Another copyist mistook this for 687 (small blame to him!). He also mistook it for a year of the Incarnation in Gospel Verity dating. And he then reduced it Ho the-vulgar era by deducting 22, according to rule', which of course gives 665.
Anyone with an elementary appreciation of probabilities would have known that the chances against the truth of an explanation which depended on that chain of suppositions were practically infinite, and would have considered whether it might not be the wording of the entry which was at fault and not the year. He would have inquired whether anything very special did happen about the Saxon Easter in 665, and would have learnt that 665 was the first year after the famous Council of Whitby, which unified the English observance of Easter. 1 ) He might then have seen that the date is absolutely correct, and that Primum is merely an erroneous amplification of an earlier lum -Unum (i.e.·'One Easter, instead of two, is celebrated among the Saxons')· 2 ) And now for the three examples in Eriul 1. 'We are told' by a 12th cent. Durham MS. 'that annus MGLXVI was "adttentus Augustini DC. LXVIIII."' Here the scribe's eye was caught for an instant by the LXV in the preceding number instead of in that which he was writing, and so he came to prefix the C. 2. The first year of a Chronicle of St. Waast's 4 is A. D. 874, and so Pertz printed it CSS. ', II, p. 196) , but with the significant annotation "MS. DCCCCLXXIIII. et ita deinceps"\ Now, if that MS. had continued its numbers beyond 899 and had represented 900 by DCCCCC, there might have been something to say; but it does not.
3 ) Moreover et ita deinceps does not *) Before then the king of Northumbria observed it on one day, and his queen (a daughter of the khig of Kent) on another! Whether the Council was held before or after Easter 664 is unknown, but no change in the diocesan observance of Lindisfarne would take place till after the resignation of Colman as bishop, which took place at some unknown date in 664 after the decision of the Council.
2 ) 1 being used as an abbreviation both for un-and for prim-: see Chassant, Diet des abreviations, p. 40. If anyone doubts the likelihood of unum being used in this particular connexion, he will find in Leo the Great's 121st letter <ut non simul omnis Ecclesia quod nonnisi unum esse oportet observet' -an identical instance.
*) It includes 900 but does not give the number, and then stops short.
mean that it uniformly adds a C; for under the year 898 Pertz writes 'DCCCXCVII Codex 7 . Finally, the MS. is not contemporary, but 12th cent. 3. 'Pingre, too, speaks ... of a Chronicle of Saumur, which dates the comet of 892 "in anno DCCCCXCir'. If Mr. Anscombe had referred to the chronicle in question he would have found that it has quite distinct numerations for the series of 30 9th c. dates (DCCC-) and for the series of 23 10th c. dates (DCCCC-), and that all that has happened is that the comet of 892 has got accidentally incorporated into a 992 entry, where it is followed by * Prselium Concareticum. Robertus rex fit'.
Mr. Anscombe says 'In dealing with British chronography and chronology Dr. Mommsen was often at fault. He did not recognize that DC. sometimes = 500'. Mommsen sometimes spoke in haste, as when he once told me that there was no such word as senatrices, which I had just' revived' in a 6th cent. Bodleian MS., and which he subsequently printed; but, if he had read Mr. Anscombe's expositions that 'DC. sometimes = 500', I can guess what he would have not only 'said in his haste' but, as the Scots anecdote has it, ' at his leisure'. In my paper 'The Ruin, of History' I pointed out that 'D stands'to C in exactly the same relation .as L to X and V to I' and that one might as well talk about 50 being written LX and 5 being written YI as talk about 500 being written DC. The fact is that in copying long Roman numerals the .eye and memory are being continually trapped by the occurrence of other very similar numbers in close proximity, and there are probably hundredsperhaps thousands -of instances in mediaeval MSS. of an extra C or X or I being inserted from that cause. There are also probably hundreds -perhaps thousands -of instances in which from the same cause C, X, or I have been omitted, and Mr. Anscombe might just as well say, when C is written for CC, that C was once used to represent 200! Exit DC dating, enter Gospel Verity dating. Mr. Anscombe says 'Mr. Nicholson's challenge to me to provide evidence of the use of the computation of the years of the Incarnation and the Passion secundum Veritatem Evangelii, before the middle of the Xlth century, was met in the same Heft of this Zeitschrift as contained the "Remarks" which I haye reviewed*.
My words were Of "Gospel Verity" dating being invented before the lltli cent, he gives no evidence'. He promised in 1901 to 'shew' it 1 ) (Zeitschrift HI, 494). We had to wait nearly 7 years for the demonstration. When it appeared it professed to be 'Exact proof (Zeitschrift VI, 351 foot and 352), and he set out a i Table of Proofs of the use of the Computation sec. Έ. V. before the birth of Marianus Scotus' derived from 11 MSS. Of those MSS. he gives the dates: I have no time to investigate the age of the 10 which I have not seen, but the one which I liave seen, the earliest MS. of the 'Annales', he calls llth cent., whereas it is 12th. Does he from these 11 MSS. produce one single date with the words secundum evangclii veritatem attached? No. One single mention of the existence of an era corresponding to the 'Gospel Verity' era'? No. One single series of dates differing by the 'Gospel Verity' interval from those of our received era? No. 'Then what on earth', the reader may say, 'does he mean by "proof"?' He means what I will now describe.
1. He takes a date in the MS. and says it is wrong. 2. He gives the date which lie says it ought to be. 3. He assumes the existence of a number of different eras, I. our present era, II. an era (which he calls A. D. 1, i. e. anno Dominicae Incarnationis) which he says differed from our era by 3 years, III. an era of the Passion according to Prosper, IV. a 'Gospel Verity' Incarnation-era, V. a 'Gospel Verity' Passion-era. 4. He assumes that what he calls the true date was originally written in any of these eras which he chooses. 5. And that a copyist was liable to mistake it for a date in any other of those eras, and in consequence to erroneously 'reduce' it to any other era (either its own or a third one). 6. And that this copyist was liable erroneously to leave the word Passion unchanged where he had altered the date into an Incarnation-era. And, by postulating a 'Gospel Verity' date as a link somewhere in this rotten chain, he gets what he calls 'proof that 'Gospel Verity' dating was known at the period in question! *) ' I shall shew that the method of computing the years ab incarnatione dominica secundum ueritatem euangelii, which is said to have been employed first by Marianus Scotus, was really in use long before his time'. I see no allusion in the 1901 paper to Gospel Verity dating from the Passion: that appears to be a subsequent introduction of Mr. Anscombe's. The date of his decease must probably be fixed at A. D. 397, on the llth of November', and a note that Clinton adopts 397. Then I turn to Tillemont (X, 776 &c.), referred to by Duchesne, and there find that Gregory of Tours states 'positivement en divers endroits' that Martin died during the consulship of Caesarius and Atticus, i. e. in 397 -which year Tillemont sums up for. Lastly I look at Gregory himself. I find that the blundered date 412 is taken from the end of his Hist. Franc. I, 48, and that that very cliapter says Martin died 'media nocte quae dominica habebatur', in the 2nd year of the emperors Arcadius and Honorius, the 81st of Martin's own age, and the 20th of his episcopate, and that Atticus and Caesarius were consuls. The year of their consulship was, as I said, 397, and that was the 2nd complete consular year 1 ) during which Arcadius and Honorius reigned. Also Gregory had himself told us (c. 36) that Martin was born in the llth year of Constantine, and Constantine's first year began July 25, 306, -consequently Nov. 11, *) Tillemont says (p. 778) Gregory often dated emperors'yeara from the January following their accession. 397 might be in Martin's 81st year, but Nov. 11, 395 could not. It is true that Nov. 11, the day on which Martin's 'depositio' is celebrated in Gregory's time (Hist. Franc. II, 14), did not fall on a Sunday in 397, but did in 395 and 400, and that Gregory has a legend which represents Ambrose, who died on Ap. 4-5, 397, as surviving Martin; but the legend is an absolutely incredible invention, and the day I can show reason to suspect of having been confused with the day of burial. I have not come across mention of the adoption of 395 by any writer. *) But, though Mr. Anscombe's only 'proof that Gospel Verity dating was as early as Bede turns out to be still-born, it is too remarkable to be left undescribed. 1. 395 would have foeen 384 in the Gospel Verity Passion-era, and this 384 was the original number. 2. A copyist wished to turn it into an A.D. date. 3. To do this he erroneously added 28, ( as if it had been in the Passion-er a of Prosper, and so got the >Incarnation-&a,tQ *) I have not exhausted the elements of doubt about the date of Martin's death, not wanting to introduce irrelevant matter, but I have not suppressed any fact which could have favoured 395.
And I venture a few remarks of my own bearing on the date.
In c. 3 of his 1st book on Martin's virtues, Gregory says: that it is 1 manifestissimum' that Martin died on the Lord's day, 'idque in sequenti certis testimoniis conprobamus'. He then tells two stories. In the first, Severinus of Coin is represented as hearing voices singing upon the Lord's day, and telling his archdeacon that Martin was dead and angels were taking him on high: the archdeacon sent a swift messenger to Tours and found that Martin had died at the day and hour in question. But the evidence of the second story is very different.
Ambrose on the Lord's day falls asleep on the altar, and on being woke up says Martin had died and he, Ambrose, had been taking part in the service at the funeral at the very time in question! Now that is evidence only that the funeral was on a Sunday. Gregory's tone suggests to me that the day of the week was disputed: I suspect that some people said Martin died on a Sunday, others that he was buried on a Sunday, and that to support their assertions the former party invented the legend of Severinus, and the latter the legend of Ambrose (for the low Roman Catholic valuation of which see Tillemont, p. 779). The preface to the acts of the Council of Tours in 461 states that its members had met for the feast of Martin's ' receptio' (which was that of his burial)', and dates their proceedings from Nov. 14 or 18th (for MSS. vary). This suggests to me that the death of Martin may have been originally commemorated on the day of his 'receptio', which may have been Sunday, Nov. 15, 397, and that when the festival of his translation was instituted the feast of the 'receptio' on the 15th was changed to that of the 'depositio' on the llth. 412. 4. He nevertheless left unaltered the words indicating that it was not an Incarnation-date but a Passion-date! And this was to be c proof! The true explanation of the erroneous Passion-year 412 is much simpler. If we deduct 32 or 33 *) to bring Nov. 397 into a Passion-era, we get a Passion-date CCCLXu (365), which was corrupted into COCCX^^ by the extremely easy misreading of L as C and u as n.
V) 'The Era-year of the "Annales Cambriae"' This Mr. Anscombe calls 445 and says it is apparently meant for the year of the Saxon advent. 1. He postulates 428 as the right year (which is the very point at issue!). 2. This he says would be 417 in the Gospel Verity Passion-era. 3. A scribe mistook it for a year in the Passion-era of Prosper. 4. He wished to reduce it to the Dionysian era, and owing to that mistake added 28. That is ' proof no. 443, and may have run into 444, but at any rate did not complete the latter year, as-Victor Tonnennensis began his continuation with 444. The third edition of Prosper stops short with the consuls of 445, giving no events for that year. If, then, the scribe of the particular Victorian cycle on the margins of which the 'Annales' were written contemplated such a use of it, he would be likely enough to begin his cycle just when Prosper left off. (I may add that the first marginal note preserved to us in the 'Annales' is an entry relating to the disputed celebration of Easter, which had been the theme of one of Prosper's two entries under 444.) And this seems to me a more probable motive for the commencement of a cycle coming to Wales from Brittany than the date of the Saxon landing -especially as in the 'Annales' themselves no note relating to the Saxons (or to political events) is found before 516. This is another variety of the three-era trick. 1. The Preface says the arrival was in the year that was agone 494 winters from Christ's birth: Mr. Anscombe calls this 495 (Mr. Plummer 494), and says it is in an era 3 years earlier than ours, and = A. D. 492. 2. The Preface does not say they began to reign in the sixth year after, but after 6 years (y>mb·νί·gear): in any case, however, A. D. 497 would have been only the 5th. 3. The Preface's date for accession having thus been twisted into 497, it is turned into a Gospel Verity date in the Chronicle by adding 22, which gives 519. And this is ' proof of Gospel Verity dating!
Let me add what Mr. Anscombe omits: 1. that the Chronicle gives for the arrival 495, and not a year corresponding to either of Mr. Anscombe's postulated eras, 2. that the Preface assigns 17 years to Cynric -a certain blunder -against the 20 of the Chronicle, 3. that it omits his successor Ceawlin, who reigned 31 years. So much for the value of the Preface as a foundation for Gospel Verity transmutations.
The Chronicle does not say how many years passed between arrival and accession, and its wrong date 519 for the latter can be quite simply accounted for as a miscopying of CCCCXCIX· into CCCCCXIX.
d) I come to * proof' no. 4. In the same Chronicle Sexwulf's death is dated: 705. 1. 'He really died in 691' -which there is no record of: we only know that he was succeeded at Leicester by Wilfrid in 692. 2. This is supposed to have been written in the Ά. D. J.' era, so as to make it 694. 3. A scribe (why?) mistook this for a date in the Gospel Verity Passionera, and added 11 to turn it into our present era. This is only the three-era trick once more. And if we suppose that Sexwulf died in 692, when Wilfrid succeeded him, we get the very simple palaeographical explanation that dcxcii had its χ accidentally omitted and its ^^ then misread as u. e) ' Proof' no. 5 is like unto it. A Munich 10th (or llth?) cent. MS. dates a 680 synod in 705. 1. 680 in Mr. Anscombe's ' A. D. I.' era would be 683, and this is what he supposes a copyist to have had before him. 2. The copyist mistook it for an A. D. date. 3. He then altered, it to a Gospel Verity date by adding 22 (as if it were an A.D. date)!*) f) ί Proof no. 6. At last a 3rd era is dispensed with! The Winchester Saxon chronicle puts Eleutherus's imaginary mission to Britain in 167, but the burnt portion of the Cotton MS. Otho B. XI (written about 1025) put it in» CLXXXIX -22 years later, which is the Gospel Verity interval. And once more the inconvenient facts which Mr. Anscombe keeps underground rise up and refute him.
1. Mr. Plummer Two Saxon chronicles (II, p. xcix) says it 'can hardly be doubted' that the MS. 'is a copy of the Parker *) I cannot offer an explanation of my own, because neither Mr. Anscombe nor books give the context of the passage. Apparently the MS. contains Bede's Chronica minora (which only went down to 702) with a continuation to the time of the emperor Ludwig. The passage itself, except its date, seems to be an extract from Bede's major chronicle, where, however, there is no A.D. date whatever to serve as a starting-point for Mr. Anscombe's theory.
MS. of the Winchester chronicle. It agrees with it 'in the minutest points, and in the most obvious blunders'. There are differences, mostly * slight scribal variations', but sometimes they 'are more serious, and seem to imply deliberate alterations'. 'There are also some omissions', 'but these can" be accounted for as mere scribal slips. And taken all together', Mr. Plummer does 'not think that the variations imply that' the Cottonian MS. 'had any other source besides 1 the Parker MS. And I put it to the reader's common s sense whether a scribe copying the Parker MS. would change one date alone into a Gospel Verity date and leave the hundreds of others unchanged.
2. The order in the Parker MS. is 167 Mission to Lucius (no intervening events) 189 Accession of Severus.
. I That in the Cotton MS. is \ 189 Accession of Severus j Mission to Lucius. \ Anyone used to ancient MSS. can see.at a glance what jj has happened. If the Cotton scribe had wanted to turn the date · of the 167 mission into a Gospel Verity date, he would still have written it before the accession of Severus. He didn't, but simply left it out by one of his 'scribal slips', and afterwards added it on the bottom margin below the 189 entry. Had the original survived, we should doubtless have found that he had put against 167 a caret which the editor, Wheloc, overlooked or did not understand. g) 'Proof no. 7. Ethelwerd says Birinus began to convert the West Saxons 'fere centum uiginti' years from their arrival in Britain. Birinus came about 634, so that the West Saxons would have come about 514. They did come in 495 or 494, but 495 is, according to Mr. Anscombe, in an 'A.D. I.' era, and = A.D. 492, which = Gospel Verity year 514. The steps are therefore these. 1. You suppose 495 really = 492, 2. that 492 was converted into a Gospel Verity date, and became 514, 3. that Ethelwerd mistook that for an A.D. date. Which is a 'proof of Gospel Verity dating! To the palaeographer or textual critic it is obvious that 634 is 'fere' 140 years from 495 or 494, and that Ethelwerd's THE 'ANNALES CAMBRIAB' AND THEIR SO-CALLED 'EXORDIUM'. 141 mistake simply arises from CXXXX having lost two of its X's in repeated copying.
h)
t Proof' no. 8. In an llth cent. MS. of the 9th. cent. Annales Xantenses, the vision of Dryhthelme is dated 671, whereas in Anglo-Saxon chronicles it is dated 693. 1. The scribe of the MS. had 693 before him. 2. He thought (why?) that this was a Gospel Verity date. 3. He therefore made the mistake of reducing it to our era.
If, however, the ' proof had not been absurd, it would still have been impossible. For 1. the facsimile of the MS. in Pertz shows that this (unique) MS. of the Ann. Xantenses cannot have been written as early as 1040, was almost certainly not written as early as 1070, and was probably not written before the 12th cent.: in other words it is contemporary with or later than Marianus Scotus. 2. If Mr. Anscombe had read Pertz's preface, he would have seen that all the part relating to the years before 790 is from the hand of a 12th cent, monk of Egmond, and is apparently no part of the Annales Xantenses at all! The actual explanation of the wrong dating may be that DCLXXXXIII lost a couple of its X's and Ps in process of transmission from one MS. to another between tho 8th and 12th centuries; but, though the period 692-6 is suggested by the context of Bede (the earliest authority), he gives no date, and 671 may represent, or arise out of, a divergent guess at the proper year.
i)
c Proof no. 9. A 10th cent. MS. gives the obits of Martin, Clovis, and Bemy as 444, 556, and 576. Mr. Plummer (Bede, II, c) has pointed out that these datings are apparently in the Julian era, which is 45 years before ours. That would give us the A.D. dates 399 for Martin (probable year 397, but 400 according to others), 511 for Clovis (correct), Bemy 531 (died c. 530). Mr. Anscombe probably gets his facts from Mr. Plummer, but nothing so simple will suit him. ' The years assigned were arrived at by a succession of errors.'
1. Martin is once more alleged to have died in 395. 2. This was expressed in the Gospel Verity Passion-era as 384. 3. That was mistaken for a date in the Passion-era of Prosper. 4. It was then translated into A. D. and became 412. 5. This was misstyled A. P. (i. e. anno Passionis). 6. And was then trans-lated a second time into A.D. as 444. Clovis's 511 and Kemy's 531 are converted into 556 and 576 by exactly the same succession of processes.
Chronology, in fact, reduced to a screaming farce. Jc) 'Proof no. 10 and last. 'In the Chronological Memoranda which were written in 737 at the end of the More MS. of Bede's Ή. E.' we are told that '63 years had passed away since Egfrid's death. A. D. 737 minus 63 = A. D. 674 for Nechtan's victory; but that is 11 years too early, the true date being 685.' 1. 685 is 674 in the Gospel Verity Passion-era, and is, says Mr. Anscombe, what was before the scribe 2. Who treated it as if it were an A.D. date. Proof! Now the event mentioned is not called 'Egfrid's death' but 'Pugna Ecgfridi' (so Mr. Anscombe himself at p. 384 of the same paper). The last preceding entry was 'Penda moritur', and the pugna of Ecgfrid I take to have been not the battle in which he was killed but one against Uulfhere, Penda's son. For Bede, mentioning the expulsion of Wilfrid in 678, says that Ecgfrid, then in the 8th year of his reign, had very recently gained the province of the Lindisfari 'superato in bello Uulfhere'. And, says Mr. Plummer (11,223), 'It cannot have been later chan 675, as Wulfhere died in that year.'
Mr. Anscombe adds that 'The same explanation applies to the erroneous date he', the scribe, 'indicates as that of Egfrid's brother A elf win's death'., Well, the entry, which is the next after that relating to Ecgfrid, is '^Elfuumi ante annos Ivm'. Of course this = 737 -58 = 679, and Mr. Anscombe himself says that M. was killed in 678-9. Yet to get at that date he has emended and construed the entry in the most amazing way, whereas the whole of the difficulty he imagines is due to his copying an incorrect transcript in the Ε. Ε. Τ. Society's edition, instead of looking at the facsimile (which he himself has referred to!) in pi. 140 of the Palaeographical Society.
And so, fittingly enough, ends the series of 'Proofs' for which we waited nearly 7 years. To anyone with any idea of the amount of mediaeval Latin literature from the 8th to the 10th cent. -the theologians, historians, chronologists, and tens of thousands of dated charters -I need hardly add 'Do you believe that in all those centuries there was current a.mode of dating which .put the Nativity and Crucifixion 22 years before the dates of our era, and that no theologian, historian, Chronologist, or charter should mention it?' The bare idea is ridiculous.
I '; cap. xxviiii., p. 168, 1. 23 . These passages shew that the Welsh author we are quoting continually used 1 the word consules as equivalent to imperatores\ The 'author 7 is the Historia Brittonum, and the following is my reply.
1. We have here a characteristic specimen of Mr. Anscombe's methods: he keeps back from the reader the following facts: I. that the passage was apparently added in 974, II. that the writer says not ' in the time of Gratian', but' when Gratianus ; was consul' -a blundered reference to the joint consulship of Gratian and Equitius in 374. He did not confuse emperors with consuls: he simply thought the consuls were the de facto rulers. 2. The Historia had previously given the name 'imperator' to Claudius and 'Karitius': how then can it .mean that emperors began with Maximus? 3. It is true that in the year of Siaximus's execution Valentinian and Theodosius were not both consuls: Valentinian's year was the one before. Moreover the passage is from'Prosper, who has not 'consulibus' but 'impp.'. Mr. Anscombe is entitled to make all he can out of this. But let the reader note that Maximus himself is called not 'consul' but 'imperator', and that, while we hear of 'British emperors' ( §21) and 'emperors in Britain' ( § 30), we never hear of British consuls. The writer of this particular passage may have had in his memory one of the joint consulships of the later Theodosius and later Valentinian, and have substituted 'consulibus' by a mere slip of the/pen.
Let me add that, though Geoffrey of Monmouth gives the name 'consul' to British provincial Inders of the post-Roman period, he never uses it as a synonym for emperor ΌΓ king.
But see into what a hopeless dilemma Mr. Anscombe has argued himself! To save the chronological credit of his * Exordium ', he has had to construe 'consulibus' as = * emperors'; yet in the very next sentence he has to construe it again as = 'consuls' -unless he expects us to believe that the writer thought Felix and Taurus were emperors. 1 ) And, if he still insists on the supposed double meaning, surely at least the two sentences cannot have been from the same pen -one must be an interpolation. Since the first does not imply the second, but the second does ('sui') imply the first, it is obvious that it is the 'Felice et Tauro consulibus' part -on which his whole theory is built -that this disastrous conclusion would affect. This is the place to show how Mr. Anscombe has treated that paragraph. 1. He construes ienuit imperium 'was ruling' (Eriu III, 126) as if it were tenebat i. 2. He translates (ib.) catguolopli 'Battle of Guoloph': 'these are 12 years, which is Guoloppum, that is the Battle of Guoloph'. Fancy 12 years being a battle! Guoloppum means 'void', and catguoloph 'void of war': Sir J. Rhys has shown this, but of course it won't fit the blundered order of the text, so it is ignored. 3. For 'Incarnation' he emends 'Passion'. That is how he squares the date with the consulship of Felix and Taurus, which was in 428.
I said (p. 443) that the ' Exordium' was printed as c. 66 of the Historia Brittonum, but only occurred in two MSS. (Mommsen's HK), in one of which it is followed by the 'Annales'. Mr. Anscombe says it occurs also in the Cottonian MSS. Vitell. A. in and Vesp. B.xxv. Mommsen -who only collated them for 4 chapters -has not mentioned this, but says the former seems to be a mere copy of K and the latter a mere copy of H. Mr. Anscombe's inaccuracy in saying that ' we read' in Mommsen's apparatus criticus ' primo' where Mommsen has · | · led me, however, to write to Dr. G. F. Warner, the Keeper of the MSS., to know what was the precise reading of all four, and I find that, while H has not got primo or ·|·, all the rest have ^ with a dot on each side -proof that MS. Vesp.B.xxv is not copied from H. «) Of course the same applies to Stilicho, who is called consul in the 'Exordium' and was never emperor.
I then turn to the edition of the Historia Brittonum in the Monumenta liistorica Britannica, where this MS. appears as Z: it seems to have been collated only for a very small part of the text, but in that small part it has one probably correct various reading in which it stands alone, and which shows the necessity for a full collation of the MS. This is at p. 203 1. 7 of Mommsen's text (end of § 57) where one of the wives of the Northumbrian king is said to have been called 'Riemmelth filia Royth filii Rum' (sic for R = Run). Now Riemmelth is nonsense, and so is the various reading 'riemmedt', but MS. Vesp. B. xxv gives Nemmedh, a perfectly sound name if we suppose the second m due to a scribal slip. 1 ) Next, we are told that it is inaccurafe to say that the date 428 'is nowhere to be found in words or figures'. Three evidences are given -thoroughly typical of Mr. Anscombe. 1. The Incarnation-era stated in the MSS. is left out, and a Passion-era substituted in square brackets. -2. 428 is deduced from the statement of the t Exordium' that it was 28 years from Stilicho's consulship (400) to the reign of Vortigern,
2
) whereas what we are disputing about is not the reign of Vortigern but the Saxon landing, which the 'Exordium' says was in the 4th year of that reign. 3. A quotation from the Historia Brittonum as to the killing of Maximus (388) is given, then dots to signify an omission, then a further quotation that the Britons were 40 years in fear, and that Vortigern reigned .and while he reigned was in fear of the Picts and Scots &c. TJie omission conceals the fact that the last ivords preceding 'per guadraginta annos* are ' transactoque Romanorum imperio in Brittannia.*) Now the Roman Imperium in Britain did not end till 407-10 4 ) (Stilicho had regarrisoned the northern wall in 396 and a new Roman *) i. e. δ copied as em instead of em. Nemedh would be the Welsh phonetic spelling of the word now written neamhaidh ('heavenly') in Highland Gaelic and Irish: she was probably half a Fict -indeed her grandfather Bun certainly was (see YCymmrodor XXI, 82, 84, 89 2 ) perhaps they also were born a few hundred years B. C., while Brychan himself may have been coeval with Solomon! Yet after this we are told that the Guitolin who was Vortigern's grandfather cannot have taken an active part in politics in 428 because Vortigern married an orphan daughter of the Maximus who was killed in 388. Well, it depends on how early the Britons of those days married. If Guitolin was not out of politics till his death, and lived (not to 800 but) to 80, he might have been born in 348, his son born in 369, and his grandson in 390, and that grandson might easily marry a daughter of Maximus. Nay, the dates can be put more favourably than this by a good deal: Vortigern might very well marry the daughter of a Roman emperor even if she was ten years older than himself, for the sake of the enormously enhanced political status which he would obtain. * Mr. Nicholson . . . has invented a second Ambrosius.' He has not, and the difficulty he is supposed to have felt about Ambrosius in relation to the date of Arthur never entered his head. He has simply suggested that Geoffrey of Monmouth's story of Guethelinus may be true, and that Geoffrey's Ambrosius may have been grandson or nephew of the Ambrosius of the ' Exordium'. *) Mr. Anscombe represents him as grandson of a man who was Brennius's brother: Geoffrey only says he succeeded that man's son as king. The actual 'Guurgint Barmbtruch', whose name Geoffrey copied, was a 6th cent, person, 'son' of Catualatr, and 4th in descent from Cunedag.
2 ) See my paper in the Celtic Review VI, 215, 225. They were Aidan mac Grabrain and Wit. 10*
In the Celtic Review for Ap. 1906 I dealt exhaustively with Mr. Wade-Evans's attempts to shake Gildas's authorship. l· will not repeat all I then wrote, for the following adapted extracts will satisfy every reader who knows Gildas.
The work of Gildas consists of a denunciation preceded (cc. 3-26) by a historical narrative. The latter in turn has a preface in which the author states his denunciatory purpose (c. 1), but announces (c. 2) that before fulfilling his promise ('ante promissum') he will give a historical outline. No work could more clearly proclaim its own unity, and this unity is confirmed by the extraordinarily pretentious and involved style of the whole.
Mr. Anscornbe ignores the testimony of the work to itself, ignores the evidence of style, and attributes everything before c. 27 to a later writer. By so doing he gives to the part which he does allow to Gildas an inconceivably abrupt beginning, while he leaves the other part with the promise of its preface unfulfilled.
He has also failed to notice (or else ignores) two striking correspondences of phraseology between c. 1 of the narrative which he rejects as Gildas's and the denunciation which he accepts. The first of these 1 ) is 'merito ... dicebam ... Stephanum gloriosum ob martyrii palmam, sed Nicholaum miserum propter immundae haereseos notam' compared with c.67, 'Nicolaum in loco Stephani martyris statuunt immundae haereseos adinventorem': in each passage there is also an antithesis between Peter and Judas. The second is ' Habet Britannia rectores, habet speculatores', to be compared with c. 27, 'Reges habet Britannia, sed tyrannos; iudices habet, sed impios' and c. 66, 'Sacerdotes habet Britannia, sed insipientes', etc.
Finally, it is not the fact that Mr. Nicholson 'is prepared and desirous to throw over the testimony of both Bede and Pseudo-Gildas' if he can be allowed to substitute 444 as the date of the landing. He has never advocated that year, or any particular year, still less has he proposed to fix a date which would conflict with Gildas or Bede. I have only to add that if Mr. Anscombe insists on prolonging the chronological controversy, which he began as -the impugner of received tradition, and in which he has occupied -a vastly greater amount of space than myself, I shall not contest the last word with him. When two men differ so diametrically as to what makes certainty, what makes probability, and whether those who discuss historic questions are bound to tell not only 'the truth and nothing but the truth', but also 'the whole truth', it is, from an interpersonal point of view, quite useless to continue discussion. Should he, indeed, misrepresent my opinions or arguments, or allege against me imaginary errors, I may or may not think worth while to defend myself -but, as for Gospel Verity and DC dating, 'verberei ictibus auras \
